MICRO TOPPING
Extremely fine cement based trowel-able topping for a smooth thin set finish. Recommended
for interior use only.
USES
As a thin set coloured overlay for concrete, masonry and fibrous cement surfaces. Micro
Topping comes as a grey and a white cement base. By adding colour packs, to either base,
the Micro Topping is excellent for colouring existing floors in residential and light commercial
applications. Can be sanded within a couple of days to help achieve a smooth finish. Should
always be sealed unless used as an underlayment. Excellent for skimming floors before
chemical staining, especially when using a white base as the stains become more vibrant.
SURFACE PREPARATION
All surfaces must be clean and free from all loosely adhering particles and contaminants
such as dirt, dust, oil, grease, etc, which effect bond. Any existing paints or coatings must
be completely removed from surface to be coated. For new surfaces acid wash or grind for
increased adhesion.
MIXING
Slowly add powder to 4.6litres of activator mix (1 part activator to 1 part water). If using
colour, add colour to activator mix first. 1 x 400grm sachet per 10kg bag. Stir continuously
with electrical mixer at a slow speed until smooth lump free consistency has been achieved.
Let stand for 4 minutes and remix for 1 minute.
APPLICATION
Trowel down quickly and evenly across surface, in very warm conditions dampen surface
down to prevent rapid water evaporation. For very porous surfaces, prime with a mixture of 1
part activator to 2 parts water. Spray or squeegee the primer, do not broom. Permacolour
Flow Additive may also be added to increase flow and retarding effect. Priming the surface
will always give more time to work the Micro Topping.
PRODUCT DATA
Form

Cement
based
Part A of Part A & B.

Colour

White & Grey

and

fine

aggregate

powders

Application Temperature 5° to 30°C
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Coverage

20m² at 0.5mm per 10kgs. This coverage depends on the
experience of the contractor to trowel thin and evenly. Best
allow for extra product when ordering.

Packaging

10kg bags

Note Part B is Permacolour Activator
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